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“Our Goal:
Maximum Customer Satisfaction”
Dear customers, partners and employees,
The venerable nodding donkey pump that stands
before our headquarters nods a cordial greeting
to our visitors. Though it never tires, it has never
yet brought a single drop of crude from the
ground, unfortunately – or perhaps fortunately?
MOTOREX would be out of place among giant
oil companies. Ethical standards seem to recede
the closer one approaches an oil well. Profit has
never been our sole aim. As a Swiss family company, we focus on a sustainable future. We earn
a respectable profit which we have reinvested
for years. Our modern production facilities are
safe and state-of-the-art, and our pipelines are
securely sealed.
Mandatory stockpiling of lubricants was abolished in Switzerland at the end of last year.
Stockpiles were depleted as quickly as possible in
order to reduce storage costs. Since then, even
minor supply problems can lead to delivery
shortages — but not at MOTOREX! We have
expanded our inventories to 7.5 million liters of
base fluid in order to supply you reliably and
properly through shortages and fluctuations in
the price of oil. See page 7 for more details.
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Inside What does the future hold for crude oil
supplies? One thing is sure:the more economically
we manage the “black gold,”the longer it will last.
A few thoughts and figures.

www.motorex.com
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Crude oil – the black lifeblood
of the world economy
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Motor oil The ACEA classification system for
motor oils clearly illustrates the rapidly increasing
stringency of emissions standards, which can be
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going when others stop. And no matter where you want to go, the oil to get you there is MOTOREX.

EUROBIKE and INTERMOT
retrospective 2006

Timber! Effective lubrication for
the forestry and timber industry

MOTOREX’s aim has always been and will
always be to maximize customer satisfaction,
not profits!

The only way to do the impossible is to keep on

Living corporate culture:
MOTOREX family picnic

WHAT’S NEW

The high-performance SWISSCUT ORTHO
cutting oils, DPF-compatible LowAsh motor
oils and MOTO LINE products are all valuable
formulas based on the precious natural resource
of petroleum.

Getting ahead means going over the top.

Now with sticker!
KTM RACING 4T SAE 20W/60

MOTOREX® and all employed product
names are internationally protected
trade marks.
No responsibility is accepted for printing
errors or changes in the technical data.

Tel. ++41 (0)62 919 75 75
Fax ++41 (0)62 919 75 95
Customer service by phone. Advice
and problem solving also in German,
French and Italian.
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when source is indicated.
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News
Photo: AC Schnitzer

News

The unparalleled career of Stefan Everts
has reached its grand climax. The ten-time
world motocross champion said a final
farewell to his many fans the last weekend
in September. Some 10,000 admirers gathered at his home track in Neeroeteren,
Belgium to celebrate the culmination of
an extraordinary motocross career.

Now with sticker!
KTM RACING 4T SAE 20W/60

Developed with
AC SCHNITZER:
MOTOREX BOXER OIL 4T
The Boxer engine has an 80-plus year history in BMW motorcycles. The new BMW
Boxer has been completely redesigned.
Depending on the model, the two-cylinder
engine’s power and torque have been
increased to up to 90 kw (122 hp) and
112 Nm at 6,800 rpm while weight has
also been noticeably reduced! A new balance shaft ensures smooth operation.

As KTM’s new sport director for motocross, he will guide the fortunes of the
MX1 and MX2 teams while once again
working with MOTOREX. We look forward to working with him and are eager
to see what the future will bring.

ALPINE GEAR OIL receives Doppelmayr® approval
With “PS OEL 001” approval from Doppelmayr, ALPINE GEAR OIL officially
meets the stringent requirements of the
world’s leading manufacturer. It is ideally
suited for use in cableway drives such as
those by Eisenbeiss and Lohmann as well
as for hypoid drives and final drives.

Photo: Garaventa Doppelmayr®

Cableway gears
have to withstand
extreme pressures.
Only a quality API
GL-5 class lubricant
with a high level
of effective highpressure additives
like MOTOREX
ALPINE GEAR OIL can guarantee a
durable lubricant layer.
The petroleum-based SAE 80W/90 gear
lubricant’s new formula provides ideal protection against wear and corrosion for the
gear teeth flanks and all moving parts in
cableway drives.

Greek enduro riders love MOTOREX
A representative survey carried out by
Greek Internet portal www.enduro.gr
shows that enduro riders in Greece have a
strong preference for MOTOREX motor
oils. MOTOREX holds first place in
“brand preference” – a choice that the high
quality standards of lubricants “made by
MOTOREX in Switzerland” surely have
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much to do with. As many as 22.2%
of all respondents spontaneously named
MOTOREX. Wellknown multinational
brands followed in second
and third place.
Source: www.enduro.gr

Because Boxer engines are air/oil-cooled,
the motor oil is a major design component.
Together with the renowned BMW motorcycle tuning company AC Schnitzer,
MOTOREX has developed a tailor-made
motor oil for the new generation of Boxers:
MOTOREX BOXER 4T. A higher piston
speed and extreme manufacturing tolerances make it possible to use a somewhat
lower viscosity of SAE 10W/40. The synthetic BOXER 4T motor oil also has extremely high heat conductivity behavior
and provides adequate cooling throughout
the oil circulation system even in high-temperature use. With its high temperature and
shear stability, it provides a highly stable
lubricant film which effectively and durably
protects all moving parts against wear.

!
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With its KTM RACING 4T (SAE 20W/60)
multigrade motor oil, MOTOREX has made
a pioneering contribution to the development of the latest generation of versatile 4T
motorcycle engines. This fully synthetic high-performance lubricant is recommended for all 4-stroke KTM engines, especially for racing engines. It guarantees optimum engine performance and prevents undesirable slippage of multi-plate clutches
in the oil bath in all situations.
The newest version of the multi-language fold-out adhesive label on the KTM
RACING 4T bottle includes a detachable MOTOREX sticker. Now, in addition to
maximum horsepower, the race-tested KTM RACING 4T also gives fans a sticker
for their machines.

Youth on the saddle: Team Green UK
Team Green
is the UK’s
most respected off-road
initiative and
has been in
existence for
over two
decades under
the stewardship of
KAWASAKI Motors UK. Providing a
unique ownership package for KAWASAKI
off-road enthusiasts – as well as supporting
riders in all relevant classes – it has been the
breeding ground for countless champions.

Rider: Ashley Greedy

#72, Farewell to a legend

Having been world champion in all classes over a 15-year period, Stefan Everts
decided to retire from active motocross
competition at the height of his success.
During his career he has raced for every
Japanese make and also used MOTOREX
products for several years. Everts intends
to remain loyal to the sport and to the
community.

Team Green aims to select up-and-coming
talent from the youth ranks and help riders
fulfil their targets by nurturing their talent
and skill, gradually elevating them to a
supported dealer ride or even to a fully
supported Team Green squad member!
The riders compete in the various British
Championships, including the 85 small
wheel, 85 big wheel, 125 two-stroke and
250 four-stroke classes. As official lubricant supplier, MOTOREX and its proven
MOTO LINE products play an important
role in the KAWASAKI team’s success
story. So there is no doubt why Team
Green is the most successful youth team
in the UK.

At the pulse
of the industry:
EUROBIKE
and INTERMOT 06
Enormous crowds at the MOTOREX stands
at the two biggest international trade fairs for
two-wheelers: from August 31 to September 3,
MOTOREX presented the highlights from its
BIKE LINE at the world-famous EUROBIKE
bicycle trade fair in Friedrichshafen, Germany.
At the 5th INTERMOT, held from October
11 – 15 in Cologne, MOTOREX gave the
BMW world an impressive demonstration of
continued progress by presenting its new
BOXER OIL 4T SAE 10W/40 and exhibiting
an AC SCHNITZER machine.
INTERMOT attracted more than 1000 of
the world’s leading motorcycle and scooter
manufacturers and industry-related companies,
with exhibits covering an area of 100,000
square meters. MOTOREX was a prominent
presence at both these industry events in the
fall of 2006.

A living corporate culture: MOTOREX family picnic
At BUCHER-MOTOREX, everything
revolves around lubrication technology.
But behind these masterpieces in oil,
there currently stand more than 230 employees, each and every one of them
a valued individual. On the occasion of
the 60th birthday of the Chairman of the
Board, Peter Regenass-Bucher, the entire MOTOREX family – young and old
alike – gathered at the “Old Mill” in
Langenthal. About 450 people of all ages

took part in the celebration,
sharing food, drink, and good
times. Guests were entertained by attractions including a merry-go-round, a makeup table, and art lessons with the engaging
artist E. Gerber. On behalf of everyone in
the MOTOREX family, we’d like to take
this opportunity to thank company management – the living corporate culture and sense
of community at BUCHER-MOTOREX
continue to be truly exceptional.
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Cut to order for the timber industry
The degree of mechanization in the

In their journey from the forest to the
sawmill and their transformation into
timber and forest management
planed boards, trees travel long distances
industry today has become enormous. and undergo several mechanized processMore and more innovative machines
ing steps. MOTOREX offers a versatile
range of products that meet the many
are coming into use. The environneeds that arise during this journey, inmentally very-low-impact fuels and
cluding products that biodegrade quickly.

lubricants from MOTOREX are just

Photo: Husquarna

as innovative.

Machines driven by 2-stroke engines eject

tests carried out by hydraulic experts Bosch
Rexroth as well as in real-world situations.
BIOGARD PROTECT 100 chain lubricant was developed especially for harvesters.
It meets the requirements of leading harvester manufacturers, protects against wear,
and ensures a long saw chain life.

The shortest path to multiple blades

Growing in popularity:
MOTOREX BIOFLUIDS
In many harvesters, complicated hydraulic
systems perform feats of strength under
high pressure (up to 350 bar) for hours on
end year-round. The demands placed on
the hydraulic oil – often several hundred
liters of it – are extreme. Experienced
foresters rely on fast-biodegrading OEKOSYNT HEES hydraulic oil (Hydraulic
Environmental Ester Synthetic: a saturated
synthetic ester that is insoluble in water).
It is very environmentally friendly and has
a long useful life. This biofluid has been
successfully tested in the laboratory and in

Many sawmills are equipped with multipleblade frame saws. These saws have a long
history and are ideal for cutting round
timber. For this application, the gliding
surfaces of the oscillating saw blade frame
must be properly lubricated – a task that
MOTOREX multiple-blade oils, such as
MOTOREX MULTI multiblade oil F + B,
have performed reliably for years.
Of course, MOTOREX can also provide
you with high-quality products for cleaning
and maintaining machines and tools.
Contact your MOTOREX representative
for the best solution today!

about 1/3 of the fuel they use without burning it. Not ASPEN 2T!

Universal
• Technical lubricant
• Brake fluid
• Cleaner
• Antifreeze
• Sprays
• Work clothes

Forwarder
• Hydraulic oil:OEKOSYNT HEES
• Motor oil
• Gear oil
• Technical lubricant
• Disk cleaner
• Antifreeze
• Sprays

Sawmill
• Multiblade oil
• Gear oil
• Technical lubricant
• Sprays

Dried tree resin is particularly difficult to
remove. The new MOTOREX RESIN REMOVER
makes it easy.
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Chainsaw
• Chain oil
• 2-stroke engine oil
• Resin remover
Harvester
• Hydraulic oil:OEKOSYNT HEES
• Motor oil
• Chain oil BIOGARD PROTECT 100
• Technical lubricant
• Antifreeze
• Disk cleaner
• Sprays

Crude oil – lifeblood of the world economy
On August 27, 1859, at Oil Creek, Penn-

over 40 billion tonnes (out of 175 billion)
in new, confirmed petroleum reserves have
sylvania, Edwin L. Drake dug only
been found. In 2005 alone the increase in
21 meters, not 4000, before striking a
reserves was 45 times greater than the insticky brown fluid. Wooden casks with
crease in consumption. New oil fields are
continually being developed, and several
a volume of 159 liters – one barrel –
powerful gas-to-liquid (GTL) plants are
were used to transport the “black gold.”
being built for the molecular conversion of
natural gas into liquid hydrocarbons.
In issue no. 2 of MOTOREX-Revue in
September 1981, we tried, in an article
Into the next century
called “Thoughts on Crude Oil,” to take an
objective look at the emotional topic of the
Crude oil will still be available into the
world’s finite oil reserves. Even then expert
next century, but whether the supply will
opinions varied widely. Green pessimists
be politically and economically secure repredicted that oilfields would run dry as
mains an open question. The vagaries of
early as the end of the millennium in 2000.
the price per barrel in recent months have
No one doubts that crude oil reserves are
occasioned much reflection, and factors
exhaustible, but today we have precise, relisuch as increased demand from China do
able data on oil consumption and supplies.
not adequately explain upward and downHow long these reserves will actually last
ward jumps of $15 per barrel. Crude oil
clearly depends on how human beings
has become a speculative commodity;
around the world manage these resources.
transactions millions of times greater than
actual consumption take place worldwide
Current
every day. From the oil well to the gas
“International Energy Agency (IEA)” figures
pump, oil-producing countries and multiDaily consumption 2006 83 million barrels
national oil companies are enjoying profits
Reserves *1)
1.5 billion barrels
in the billions.
Enough to last *2)
45 years
Expected demand 2010
Expected demand 2030

90 million barrels
115 million barrels

*1) known recoverable reserves worldwide
*2) theoretical value assuming constant consumption and no new reserves found

Geophysicist Marion K. Hubbert attempted to provide a graphical representation of
the “final days of fossil fuel” with his Hubbert curve (see figure). Future generations
will find out how accurate his prediction
was. The fact is that in the past 15 years,

In the wake of crude oil prices, prices for
some of the most important base fluids
have risen by over 220% – far too great an
increase for MOTOREX to absorb on its
own. In a spirit of long-term partnership,
we must rely on the aid of our customers.

lubricant manufacturer, we are convinced
that we can work together to make a lasting contribution to extending the availability of petroleum, for example through
innovative formulas such as fuel-saving
high-performance, high-lubricity motor
oils and Marathon motor oils for longer
intervals between oil changes.
At MOTOREX, we’re taking on the exciting challenge of extending the life of the
world’s oil reserves!

Predicted petroleum
production
Output in millions
of barrels per day
90
80
70
60
50
40
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20
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0

Depletion of non-renewable raw material
predicted by the “Hubbert curve“

IEA World
Energy Outlook
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2100

Price trend of SN 150 (ISO 32) base oil
240%
220%
200%
180%
160%
140%

New formulas bring savings
Our chemists and engineers will help you
make the most economical possible use of
precious petroleum resources. As a Swiss

120%
100%
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June
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06

June
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Motor Oil

MOTOREX EDITION X-C1
SAE 5W/30

Pointing the way for engines with particulate filters
The European classification system for ACEA motor oils clearly reflects
the increasing stringency of emissions standards. This is why engine manufacturers rely on the latest technology for treating exhaust gas, both in
gasoline engines and now also in passenger diesel engines. But long-lasting
results can be achieved only if a suitable motor oil is selected.
The MOTOREX solution: EDITION X-C1, EDITION X-C2, SELECT LA-X
and PROFILE V-XL.

Catalytic conversion of pollutants
and particulate filtration.

ACEA C1– C3: Oils for engines with exhaust
gas treatment systems (DPF/TWC)
Specifications ACEA C1-04 ACEA C2-04 ACEA C3-04
Sulfate ash
% by weight

≤ 0,5

≤ 0,8

≤ 0,8

Sulfur
% by weight

≤ 0,2

≤ 0,3

≤ 0,3

Phosphorus
% by weight

≤ 0,05

0,07 – 0,09

0,07 – 0,09

HTHS
mPa.s

≥ 2,9

≥ 2,9

≥ 3,5
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For once, critical consumers and lawmakers are in agreement. Today, nine out
of 10 buyers of new diesel vehicles demand that it have a diesel particulate filter
(DPF) or other exhaust treatment system.
This development is based on the latest
findings regarding fine dust and PM 10
diesel particulate matter. At the same
time, however, the standard for maximum
pollutant emissions from internal combustion engines has been raised.
Meeting the demands of the EURO 4
exhaust gas standard means assigning
special importance to motor oil in the
task of reducing pollutant emissions.
And the introduction of the EURO 5
standard in 2008/2009 will require pollutants to be further reduced by more
than half.

DPF compatibility
thanks to lowSAPS technology
Diesel engines with diesel particulate
filters react in a sensitive manner to ashforming SAPS (sulfate ash, phosphor
sulfur) additives in motor oils. Sulfate ash
causes premature clogging of filters,
reducing their efficiency and their effective life. For this reason, the ACEA “C”
standard requires special motor oils for
diesel engines with exhaust gas treatment
systems (see diagram ACEA C1– C3).

SELECT LA-X SAE 5W/30 is the first
lowSAPS motor oil capable of being
widely used in most passenger vehicle
engines with exhaust gas treatment systems. SELECT LA-X SAE 5W/30 meets
ACEA C3/A3/B4 and BMW LL-04
standards (retrofit-compatible) and
MB 229.51 (previously MB 229.31).

This novel synthetic high-tech
motor oil featuring the innovative MOTOREX lowSAPS
technology guarantees optimum lubrication reliability in all conditions of use. It’s the ideal motor oil for
passenger vehicle engines with a catalytic
These three oils all feature:
converter and/or diesel particulate filter
(DPF) that require the ACEA C1/A5/B5
– The latest lowSAPS additives
specifications with a particularly low sulfate
technology
ash content. Meets Ford, Mazda, Volvo
– Reduced particulate emissions
and Jaguar requirements.
in diesel engines
– Increased particle filter life spans
– Longer intervals between oil
MOTOREX EDITION X-C2
changes (LongLife)
SAE 5W/30
– Lower oil consumption
With EDITION X-C2,
MOTOREX is making available another novel synthetic
MOTOREX PROFILE V-XL
high-tech motor oil featuring
SAE 5W/30
the innovative lowSAPS technology.
This oil is based on the most recent reThis new high-tech motor oil
quirements of engine manufacturers and
with MOTOREX’s groundis the ideal motor oil for passenger engines
breaking LowSAPS technology
with catalytic converters and/or DPF that
is ideal for all Volkswagen
require ACEA C2/A5/B5 specifications.
Group vehicles (VW, Audi, Seat and
MOTOREX EDITION X-C2 also meets
Skoda) that require VW specification
API specifications CF/SM and is recom504 00/507 00 and ACEA standards
mended by Peugeot and Citroën.
C3/A3/B4. With just one oil you can
cover all standards for VW and Audi
engines with catalytic converters or partiMOTOREX SELECT LA-X
cle filters, FSI and pump injector
SAE 5W/30
technology, with or without LongLife
intervals.
High-performance synthetic
lowSAPS motor oil – the latest
This not only simplifies repair shop work,
in the long line of successful
it also offers such advantages as:
SELECT motor oils.

MOTOREX’s DPF-compatible motor oils
The desirable properties of sulfur, phosphorus, and sulfate ash – including good
lubricant properties, optimal wear protection, engine cleanliness, etc. – have
been retained by MOTOREX through
a newly developed additives package
that uses the groundbreaking lowSAPS
technology.

EDITION X-C1
SAE 5W/30

ACEA C1/A5/B5
FORD WSS M2C 934-A

For latest-generation Fords,
Volvos, Mazdas and Jaguars

EDITION X-C2
SAE 5W/30

ACEA C2/A5/B5 and
API CF/SM

For latest-generation Citroëns
and Peugeots

SELECT LA-X
SAE 5W/30

ACEA C3/A3/B4 API SL/CF
MB 229.51, BMW LL-04
Safety+Performance: VW 502 00/505 00

For latest-generation BMWs,
Mercedes, Renaults, Nissans,
Hyundais, Saabs and Kias

PROFILE V-XL
SAE 5W/30

ACEA C3/A3/B4
VW 504 00/507 00

For all modern VWs, Audis, Seats
and Skoda

Please contact your MOTOREX representative if you have any questions.

– Compliance with VW standard
504 00/507 00
– Simple handling and storage
– The latest lowSAPS additives
technology
– Reduced particulate emissions
in diesel engines
– Increased particle filter life spans
– Longer intervals between oil
changes (LongLife)

Why lowSAPS technology?
1. Why are exhaust gas treatment systems used
in diesel passenger vehicle engines?
So that the emissions, including particulate
emissions, can be lowered in accordance
with current exhaust gas standards.
2. Can I continue to use the motor oil I was
using before?
Modern diesel engines with DPF should
only use a “low-ash”, lowSAPS motor oil
(ACEA C-class).If the oil you are using now
meets the manufacturer’s requirements,
you can continue to use it.
3. Why is it necessary to use a lowSAPS
motor oil?
The SAPS components that have been present in conventional motor oils until now
have a negative effect in the diesel particulate filter.Over time, they can clog the
filter.LowSAPS motor oils have a reduced
content of sulfur, sulfate ash, and phosphorus.MOTOREX LowSAPS motor oils
contain an innovative additive package
that takes over the functions of the SAPS
components.They also reduce particulate
emissions.
4. Can I use a lowSAPS motor oil in a gasoline
engine?
Yes, because the ACEA C-class also meets
the specifications for gasoline engines
(ACEA A/B).
Please follow the manufacturer’s recommendations!

Do you have further questions about
ACEA C and the new lowSAPS motor
oils? Your MOTOREX partner can
answer them quickly and capably.
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Racing

Racing

Use our e-cards:
www.motorex.com

The big jump: Mat Rebeaud
of Switzerland is the leader in the
MX-freestyle category.

David Knight: The Enduro 3 World Champion won every race in the class.

World championships by the dozen!
There’s no doubt about it: for the bike teams supported by MOTOREX, the 2006
season just ended was one of the most successful since the company was
founded. No less than 12 world championships, three world championship
runner-up titles and countless European and national championships are the

Strong in all offroad categories
The results in the offroad categories are
difficult to overlook and even harder to
surpass. MOTOREX had a hand in all the
World Enduro Championship titles.

visible signs of success.

Kevin Curtain in action – MOTOREX developed special lubricants with YAMAHA in its
first season of collaboration.

You can imagine what it’s like: every competitor wants to be a winner, but only a few
will get anywhere close to a place on the
podium. Discipline, technology and skill
are a must at all levels. The rigors of competitive racing are the perfect environment
for MOTOREX to put the potential of its
lubricants and other products to the tough-

est testing they could undergo and incorporate the valuable findings of these tests
into new formulations. For example, the
Australian rider Kevin Curtain was runnerup in the Supersport World Championships on his YAMAHA YZF-R6 in only
the first season of YAMAHA’s collaboration with MOTOREX.

The Multivan Merida Biking Team’s star
rider: Gunn-Rita Dahle-Flesjaa was in top
form again this year.

The MOTOREX champions are Ivan
Cervantes (Spain, Enduro 1), Samuli Aro
(Finland, Enduro 2) and David Knight
(UK) who won every single race in the
Enduro 3 class. Teams and riders supported by MOTOREX also dominated the
motocross championships. In the MX 3
class MOTOREX products were used
not only by world champion Yves Demaria
of France, but by all four first-place
riders in the final world championship
rankings. Supermoto world champion
Bernd Hiemer from Germany also lubricates his KTM with MOTOREX’s extensive MOTO LINE product range –
with great success.

The leading offroad motorcycle
manufacturers as partner
KTM and other prestigious factory teams
work closely with MOTOREX, profiting from the custom formulations and
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advanced products in the MOTO LINE
to turn lubricant innovations to their advantage within a very short time.

Merida: most successful
mountain bike team
The Multivan Merida Biking Team was
rated the world’s strongest mountain bike
team for the fourth year in succession.
The team, which includes Gunn-Rita
Dahle-Flesjaa, Nina Göhl, Ralph Näf,
José Hermida and Moritz Milatz, remains
unbeaten since 2003. In addition to all
these World Cup successes, the team won
no less than three world championship
titles this year, two going to Gunn-Rita
Dahle-Flesjaa and one to Ralph Näf.

In Roggenburg, Frenchman Yves Demaria
showed his fans and team-mates what he was
made of. He won a world championship title.

MOTOREX would like to take this opportunity to congratulate all the riders
and teams on their achievements.
And don’t forget: full and updated
information on many other European
and national championships and race
wins can be found in the sport section
of the MOTOREX website at
www.motorex.com

Stefan Everts ended his career with his
10th world championship. He will become
KTM’s new motocross sport director.
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Industry

Industry

Correctly adjusted and lubricated

Especially for guide bushes, the cheapest
way is not always the most cost-efficient.

guide bushes are an essential requirement if the parts being manufactured
are to be dimensionally accurate.
This article will tell you what to look
out for, and how MOTOREX ORTHO
plays a positive role in “guidance.”

Perfect lubrication = optimum guidance!

The sophisticated MAGIC guide bush system from Walter Dünner SA enables fully
automatic opening and precise closing.

Cutting oil should also be fed from the rear
and in the direction of the bar feet. Thus the

10
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oil is “drawn on” by the new bar.

With regard to safety, guide bushes with
ceramic guide surfaces are pointing the
way. They are extremely temperaturestable, and have outstanding reliability and
longevity. However, they are slightly more
expensive than conventional guide bushes.
Also, vibrations can cause chipping, for
example in difficult knurling operations.
From a lubrication point of view, ceramic
presents absolutely no problems, and is
best suited to modern, chlorine-free cutting oils. A sensible option would be to
fit special cross-bores to the guide bushes
in order to optimize lubricant feed. Your
supplier will be happy to help you.

Guide bushes remain an important topic
in any small part turning operation. It is
through these bushes that the polished
bars are fed to the machining process,
with a play that can be precisely adjusted
to 1/100th of a millimeter. It is not uncommon for incorrect guide bush diameters
or incorrect play adjustment to cause problems in day-to-day production. If cold
welding materials, such as stainless steels
or titanium alloys, are processed for this
purpose, then even the slightest deviations
or the use of an unsuitable cutting oil
means that there is a risk of “seizing” in
the guide bushes.

ture severely reduces the viscosity of the
lubricant, and demands maximum performance from the machining fluid. For this
reason, MOTOREX uses a combination
of temperature-stable extreme-pressure additives in its ORTHO cutting oils.
With “turning” guide bushes, direct friction between the surfaces can be prevented.
The turning movement takes place in the
spindle and its ball bearings. However, the
spindle bearings must have only minimum
play. With “turning” guide bushes the bearings heat up linearly, which need not be
considered problematic.

Chlorine-free, environmentally neutral
cutting oils are now the rule. For some
time, chlorine has been considered an undesirable additive in modern cutting oils.
Previously, the chlorine in the cutting oil
gave the lubrication film the desired extreme-pressure characteristics; now, however, all essential characteristics must
derive from the basic formulation and
a modern package of additives. While
leaving out the chlorine means that the
machining fluid is indeed “chlorine free,”

Different types of guide bushes

The latest carbide
and ceramic guide bushes

Desired micro-recesses

When selecting the guide bush, the small
part turner can now choose between a
large number of types, technologies, and
manufacturers. A distinction is made between two basic types: the “fixed” and the
“turning” guide bush. With fixed guide
bushes, friction occurs on the guide surface
as a result of the rotation of the material
bar. During turning, the temperature in
the bush with a carbide guide surface averages between 30 and 60°C. When parting
off, the temperature can very quickly rise
to short peaks of between 120°C and
180°C. This precipitous rise in tempera-

For carbide guide bushes, various manufacturers including Walter Dünner SA of
Moutier, Switzerland, now use hard metals
containing cobalt. Extensive testing has
shown that cobalt has a desirable frictionreducing effect. At Dünner, the guide surface is also given a special grinding, which
leaves behind the required “micro-recesses.”
This gives the cutting oil better adherence
and provides a highly stable lubricating film.
In all cases, the guide surface should be
lapped, but unfortunately this is not always
the case with all manufacturers today.

Strict demands on cutting oil

it no longer has the necessary safety limits
with respect to the extreme pressure characteristics.
A new additive technology in MOTOREX
ORTHO NF-X enables the machining of
all materials. In addition, the characteristics
of the active substances, including the extreme pressure characteristics, are reinforced within a defined temperature range.
This provides maximum process reliability,
enhanced cutting values (MOTOREX
vmax Technology), and perfect surfaces.
With ORTHO cutting oils, outstanding
machining results can be obtained without
the use of undesirable substances.

Optimal lubrication pays off
The effects of optimized oil feed to the
guide bush also should not be underestimated. Wherever possible, the cutting oil
should be supplied in the direction of the
bar feed. In this way, the oil is drawn onto
the guide surface in a pulsed manner by the
new bar. If, in addition, guide bushes with
cross-bores are used for improved oil feed,
you’re 100% on the safe side!
We will be happy to give you information
on the new generation of ORTHO cutting
oils in connection with the guide bushes
that you use.

The cross-section of a fixed guide bush
(left) shows the carbide guide surface
marked in blue.The enlarged detail (top)
shows the lubrication film (yellow), which
hydrodynamically separates the guide surface
and the bar material.Because of a special surface structure with “micro-recesses,”the cutting
oil has maximum adhesion, and, thanks to special
MOTOREX additives, forms a high-performance lubricating film.

Guide bush checklist:
• Choose a suitable type of guide bush
for the type of material/machining
• Always set the play correctly
at the guide
• Check for correct concentricity
of guide bush/collet/headstock
• Use only a high-quality modern
cutting oil such as MOTOREX ORTHO
• Optimize the oil supply to the
guide surface of the bush
• Make sure the machine is as clean
as possible

If desired, additional oil ducts can be provided laterally in most guide bushes. This
guarantees better lubrication and cooling.
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Photo: Mammoth Motocross USA

Cool ideas

The MOTOREX bear is on the loose!
America is famous for its wide variety of
national parks and nature reserves.
Mammoth Mountain Park lies at the
eastern edge of the Sierra Nevada mountain range in perpetually sunny California. The park has a lot to offer yearround: skiing, fishing, hiking, bicycling,
and even the chance to take part in
the yearly Ford Mammoth Motocross
motorcycle event.
Equipment is brought up high on the
mountain for the races, which take place
over the course of three days. Everyone
sleeps and eats down in the valley, at the
Mammoth Camp by the chairlift station.
The photo reveals why: the park is home
to an impressive population of grizzly

Suitable for all materials.

bears, who regularly go out scouting for
food. This photo appeared in the Mammoth Motocross program, with the sober-

ing caption: “Anyone seen the man from
the MOTOREX booth?”
www.mammothmotocross.com

Do you know...
Photo: KRAL AG

good reasons to use
MOTOREX SWISSCOOL 7788

...how KRAL improved their manufacturing output?
KRAL AG, headquartered in Lustenau,
Austria, manufactures high-quality screw
pumps and liquid flow metering equipment. The family business, founded in
1950, is always searching for innovative
product and manufacturing solutions.
Recently, in their in-house company magazine, KRAL AG published the impressive
results of their third cutting oil test, carried
out successfully with MOTOREX.

On a Gleason-Pfauter P60 spindle milling
machine, cutting speed was immediately
increased by 20% simply by using highperformance ORTHO NF-X ISO 15 cutting oil. With two machines working in two
shifts, this translates into an increase from
7,700 to 9,500 machine-hours per year.
At an hourly rate of 50 euros, that
means an additional capacity of 90,000 euros.
Not bad at all! See www.kral.at

Absolutely low-foam, even at
extreme pressures, in all processing
types (done in one) and at all water
hardness levels.
Reduced costs thanks to measurably
higher tool and emulsion service
lives and ideal COD.
Extremely safe for skin because free
from boron, amines and formaldehyde.
Fulfils stringent EU Biocide Directive 98/8/EC
as well as all pertinent Japanese standards.
Low consumption due to reduced reconcentration
requirement of only 0.5 to 1.4%.
Optimum corrosion protection ensures problem-free
easy intermediate storage of workpieces.
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Try it now –
success guaranteed!

Photo: Mikron Agie Charmilles AG

Outstanding flushing performance, resulting
in optimum machine cleanliness.

An example of top-quality Swiss precision - the new MOTOREX design watches. As soon as you see them, you will be
delighted with these watches, which are manufactured in Switzerland.
Design Sport Chrono
High-quality ISA quartz movement with hour, minute and
second hands, chronograph function for 30 minutes and date.
Shock-proof. Stainless steel casing (40 mm dia.) with screw back
and mineral crystal. Modern leather strap. 24-month guarantee.
Attractive gift presentation packaging (made of metal).

Design Watch Fashion
Elegant quartz watch. Gold-plated movement. Hour and minute
hands as well as a date display. Shock-proof. Casing made of
stainless steel (36 mm dia.), satin finish with mineral crystal.
Modern leather strap. 24-month guarantee. Attractive gift
presentation packaging.

Article No. 4.18

Article No. 4.19

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability, price and delivery time of the above articles.
Thank you.
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